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Definition, Types, How to do it



1.Why Open Access? 

2.Types of Open Access 

3.Pre-prints, postprints, etc.:  
The lifecycle of an open research paper
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• The Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI) Declaration:  
• “free availability [of scholarly literature] on the public internet permitting 

any users to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full 
texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to 
software, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, 
or technical barriers […]“ 

• „The only constraint on reproduction and distribution, and the only role for 
copyright in this domain, should be to give authors control over the integrity 
of their work and the right to be properly acknowledged and cited."  

• Open Access materials include 
– Scholarly articles 
– Books and book chapters 
– Conference proceedings 
– Theses and dissertations 
– Datasets 
– …

What is Open Access?

Suber	(2015),	Vilnius	University	Library	(2018);	https://open-access.net/en/information-on-open-access/what-is-open-access

Output scholars usually give away 
for free for publication
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Why Open Access?
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A closed access story
Ebola outbreak 2013-2016: 
• > 11,000 deaths, mainly in  

Liberia, Sierra Leone,  
and Guinea 

• Detection of the outbreak was  
delayed because doctors did  
not know it was present in the  
area 

• But: A 1982 scientific article  
had predicted the outbreak 

• Article was hidden behind a paywall (45$ = half week’s 
salary of a local physician) 

• In response to publicly raised criticism, Elsevier lifted the 
paywall for Ebola-related papers for 2 months

Masnik	(2015),	Capot	(2014),	Dahn	et	al.	(2015)	
Picture	from	the	Center	for	Disease	Control	PHIL	Image	ID	6136 6



Selfish reasons: More citations

• „we assembled a dataset of 74,239 articles, 5,405 of 
which had a preprint, published in 39 journals. […
A]rticles with a preprint had, on average, a 49% 
higher Altmetric Attention Score and 36% more 
citations than articles without a preprint.“ 

• „unrelated to journal-level variables such as access 
model and Impact Factor“ 

• See also: „7 Benefits of publishing a preprint“ by Anna 
Clemens (https://www.annaclemens.com/blog/
benefits-publishing-preprint-scientific-paper)

7Fu, D. Y., & Hughey, J. J. (2019). Releasing a preprint is associated with more attention and citations for the peer-reviewed article. eLife, 8, e52646. 
https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.52646
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Current Situation

High Costs of Publication & Access 

We spend about 1/3 of the total global research 
budget* on publishing and communicating results that 

99% of the people cannot access.

Research	Information	Network	(2008)
Icon	from	flaticon.com	by	Freepik

PAYWALL
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* factoring in „free“ labor for reviewing, editing, etc.
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Current Situation
How Publishers Make Money

Icon	from	flaticon.com	by	turkkub	and	Flaticon
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11https://twitter.com/DevilleSy/status/1216428583624855552?s=20
https://twitter.com/ned_potter/status/1217819041496227840?s=20

At	this	point,	the	product	
ist	fully	there.



Big $$$

12https://www.theguardian.com/science/2012/apr/24/harvard-university-journal-publishers-prices
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Publishing costs

• We (society, researchers) pay on average between 
3.800 € and 5.000 € for publishing a paper 
(all subscription fees + APCs + payments divided by published papers; not 
counting free labor such as reviewing, editing, etc.) 

• Actual costs for publishing one paper: estimates range 
between 500 € and „well below 2.000 €“
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Schimmer, R., Geschuhn, K. K., & Vogler, A. (2015). Disrupting the subscription journals’ business model for the necessary large-scale 
transformation to open access. doi:10.17617/1.3. 
Van Noorden, R. (2013). Open access: The true cost of science publishing. Nature News, 495(7442), 426. https://doi.org/10.1038/495426a



Why Open Access?

14http://www.oaacademy.org/why-open-access.html



Types of Open Access
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Description Costs for 
author

Other costs Where is 
the PDF?

Look of PDF Example

Green Self-archiving of the pre- or 
postprint in repositories or 
private websites

0 € (depends - 
usually 
subscription fees)

Open 
Repository

Author’s 
version (Word, 
Latex, etc)

Science

Bronze Journals make articles free to 
read on their website, but 
without open license, and 
without right to download or 
share

0 € (depends - 
usually 
subscription fees)

Journal’s 
website

Formatted 
journal’s 
layout

Nature ReadCube

Gold Journals that are entirely 
open access; authors pay 
article processing charges 
(APCs)

typically 
600 € - 
5000 €

0 € Journal’s 
website

Formatted 
journal’s 
layout

PLOS ONE 
(APC 1.595 $)

Hybrid Subscription (i.e., paywalled) 
journals, where single 
articles can be made open 
access by paying APCs

typically 
600 € - 
5000 €

subscription fees Journal’s 
website

Formatted 
journal’s 
layout

Current Biology 
(APC 5.200 $)

Diamond 
/  
Platinum

Open access journals without 
APCs

0 € Institutions pay 
for journal 
maintenance 
costs / APCs

Journal’s 
website

Formatted 
journal’s 
layout

Social 
Psychological 
Bulletin (on 
PsychOpen 
platform) 

Open Journals 
LMU



Free your research

• At the end, every OA publication (gold, green 
diamond) can be freely read by everybody.  

• The main difference is in financing. 
• If green OA is possible - why pay at all? Make your 

research free for no extra costs (and without throwing 
more money at publishers). 
– But: Funding agencies might have regulations. 

• Moral obligation to release your research as green OA 
wherever possible.
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Preprint

submitted manuscript

revised version

reviews	
come	in

final version = Postprint

Publisher’s version

copy-editing	(minor	linguistic	changes)	+	
journal’s	layout

The lifecycle of an open paper



The lifecycle of an open paper
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Preprint

submitted manuscript

revised version

reviews	
come	in

final version = Postprint

Publisher’s version

copy-editing	(minor	linguistic	changes)	+	
journal’s	layout

• Preprint = manuscript before 
peer review 
– a.k.a. „Author’s Original 

Manuscript (AOM)“ 

• Check if journal allows preprints  
(http://sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/index.php) 

• Upload to preprint server 
• Get a doi - makes preprint 

citable 
• Clearly mark the PDF as 

preprint, e.g.: 
DRAFT - not peer-reviewed 

• Optionally: Ask for feedback on 
social media (external review)



http://sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/search.php
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Preprint servers

20https://arxiv.org/



Preprint servers

21https://osf.io/preprints/

In	contrast	to	ResearchGate	and	academia.edu	these	are	non-commercial	services!
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The lifecycle of an open paper
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Preprint

submitted manuscript

revised version

reviews	
come	in

final version = Postprint

Publisher’s version

copy-editing	(minor	linguistic	changes)	+	
journal’s	layout

• Optionally: Update preprint 
on preprint server with 
revised version 

• Make a note on the front 
page that this is a revised 
version 

• (technically, a revised 
version is somewhere 
between pre- and postprint)



The lifecycle of an open paper
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Preprint

submitted manuscript

revised version

reviews	
come	in

final version = Postprint

Publisher’s version

copy-editing	(minor	linguistic	changes)	+	
journal’s	layout

• Post-print = accepted version after 
review, but before copyediting and 
layouting. 
– a.k.a. „Accepted Manuscript (AM)“ 

• Check if journal allows post-prints. 
(http://sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/index.php) 

• Update PDF on preprint server with the 
post-print.  
(➙ Green Open Access) 

• Clearly mark the PDF as postprint. Link 
to the official journal version.  
Many journals have guidelines how this note has to look like. 

• Hence, in practice preprint servers 
actually host a mixture of pre- and post-
prints. 

• Distribute the link to the open access 
version to colleagues, Twitter, etc. Put 
OA link on your website.



Pre- or Postprint?
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Pre- or Postprint?
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Even	better:	
"Unpublished	manuscript,		
version	0.2	(2020-05-07),	
NOT	peer-reviewed.	
Cite	at	your	own	risk.“



Pre- or Postprint?
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Please cite as:



Researcher life hack: 
Free your images!

Publish	your	figures	under	a	free	license	(prior	to	submission),	and	then	you	give	the	
license	to	the	journal	(not	the	other	way	round).

For	more	details,	see:	https://medium.com/@malte.elson/retaining-copyright-for-
figures-in-academic-publications-to-allow-easy-citation-and-reuse-77c6e2b511fe
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